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< ‘Sesame Street’ debuts
Korean American muppet
Ji-Young is the first Asian American
muppet in the “Sesame Street” canon.
She will be introduced in “See Us
Coming Together: A Sesame Street
Special” on Thanksgiving.

Julia Child is focus of new movie Page D2

Richard Lewis, Hispano Suiza Chrome, 2015. ©

THE SOUL OF AN
OLD MACHINE

Lyman Allyn’s ‘Luster’ exhibition celebrates our fascination with cars and motorcycles

I

By JOHN RUDDY
Day Staff Writer

f your local art museum displayed 55 realistic paintings of washing machines, would
you check them out? How about microwaves, or even computers?
Didn’t think so.
Paintings of cars, maybe? On the one
hand, they’re just another machine essential to modern living, arguably less so than
computers.
But cars, man, they’re cool.
That’s reason enough to go see “Luster,” a celebration of automobiles and motorcycles, at the
Lyman Allyn Art Museum in New London. The
vivid and sometimes eye-popping show renders
its subjects in the styles of realism and hyperrealism, paintings that look uncannily like photographs.
The whole idea is as American as sailing down
the highway, singing to the radio with the windows up so no one can hear you. The bond you
feel with your vehicle at that moment is perhaps
the same one that makes you want to enjoy cars
as art.
Are we still a car-obsessed country? Maybe
a little less so in the age of Uber and Zoom, but
not much. The show seems to correct for this by
featuring largely older vehicles, which somehow
cast a stronger spell.
You feel the connection when staring at the
grill of a 1931 Rolls Royce Phantom II glistening
in the sun, or admiring the no-nonsense profile
of the Ford GT40 that dominated at LeMans in

the late 1960s. The canvas is so large, the detail
so realistic, you want to hop in for a lap around
the track.
The show is a traveling exhibition curated by
David J. Wagner that has been touring the country since 2018. About 15 contemporary artists are
represented, each one’s works grouped together,
often illuminated by their commentary.
The paintings vary in style and subject, but
many have two things in common. One, the framing is tightly on the vehicles, without a lot of
landscape, people or other context. Sometimes
a hubcap is the whole scene. Two, there’s endless fascination with the reflective properties of
sheet metal and chrome.
“The reflections on the surface of the automobiles allow the viewer to go deeper, to see something more than the form,” artist Cheryl Kelley
writes. “There is a quality of mystery that I experience with reflections that I want to convey, to
take the viewer out of the mundane, into a dream
world.”
Another artist is less interested in dreams than
in popular culture. In four acrylics on canvas by
Robert Petillo, what’s reflected isn’t mysterious,
it’s our world. “Heartland” shows a fragment
of small-town Main Street shimmering in the
chrome. A flagpole, post office and gas pump are
distorted in different ways as the sun catches
them in various places on a Harley-Davidson.
“I took over 150 pictures and used the best of
the best to create this painting,” Petillo writes.
SEE EXHIBITION PAGE D3

IF YOU GO
What: "Luster: Realism
and Hyperrealism in
Contemporary Automobile and Motorcycle
Painting"
Where: Lyman Allyn
Art Museum, 625 Williams St., New London
When: Through Jan. 2
Hours: 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Tuesday-Saturday, 1-5
p.m. Sunday
Admission: Adults $12,
seniors $9, students $5,
children under 12 free
Information:
lymanallyn.org

Robert Petillo, Frankie’s Root Beer Stand, 2007. ©
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Exhibition showcases automobile and motorcycle painting
FROM D1
In his “Frankie’s Root Beer
Stand,” the fender and bumper
of a 1937 Oldsmobile Coupe
are the twin means of reflecting the title dining spot. The
same scene, with a carhop on
skates at the counter, is caught
in both places, but it’s full and
rounded in one, squashed and
elongated in the other.
Some artists use cars to reflect other cars, as in John E.
Schaeffer’s “Candy Apple Tuxedo,” one of the first paintings
to greet visitors to the gallery.
The scene is an auto show, and
the body of a 1940 Ford reflects another Ford of similar
vintage in a triple portrait. It
appears straightforwardly on
a door panel and more fancifully on the curves of the front
and rear fenders.
Richard Lewis expanded the
cars-reflecting-cars idea into a
series of watercolors he writes
was inspired by his twin sons.
The series is represented here
by “Alfa 8Cs,” which again portrays two similar vehicles in
proximity at a show.
“It took quite a few shots to
get the reflections to be perfect,” he writes, noting that the
painting took 600 hours over
seven months to complete.
The frequent focus of Joseph Santos, who also works
in watercolors, is urban and
industrial objects like machinery and neon signs. When he
turns his attention to cars, he
follows his usual approach of
“searching for the abstract
patterns and beauty created by the rust, dirt, steel and
other weathered and decaying
materials.”
His four paintings zoom in
on details of vehicles that have
seen better days. The headlight of a 1957 Chevrolet Bel
Air is rimmed with rust, and
the pale green paint has worn
off the hood. The grill of a 1962
Ford Falcon fills another canvas, the dented hood unable
to fully close. These are classic cars, but not the gleaming
restorations displayed at summer events. Instead the artist
celebrates the authentic scars
of high mileage and time’s assault.
A fuller view along these
lines is Harold D. Zabady’s

John E. Schaeffer, Fill’er Up, 2017. ©

“Timeless Beauty,” an oil on
linen that shows an old Jaguar
E-type strapped onto a flatbed,
on its way to either the junkyard or, hopefully, restoration.
The badly corroded body still
flaunts the alluring curves that
made it an icon in the ’60s and
’70s.
A minority of the artists

choose vintage motorcycles
as their muse, and the result
is often extreme closeups that
explore the tangle of pipes that
make them run.
The most interesting bike
paintings are broader views
from unusual angles, like Ken
Scaglia’s “Please Be Seated.”
The subject is a 1938 Harley-Da-

vidson, the perspective is from
above, and the focal point is
the seat. Its power to inspire
is enigmatic, and it’s not very
comfortable-looking either.
It’s hard to say what motivates the creation of these
labor-intensive and literal representations, but their hold on
the viewer is undeniable. If the

answer is elusive on the canvas,
in at least one case it’s evident
in the title.
Four watercolors by Kris
Preslan show enticing classics
from the ’30s and ’40s. With
obvious yearning, she named
the paintings “Cars I’ll Never Own,” Nos. 9, 10, 12 and 15.
One of them is a mesmerizing,

head-on view of an MG with
its side hood panels lifted. The
headlights gaze out tranquilly
as if to say, “That’s right, you’ll
never own me.”
Probably not. But if you can’t
own it, maybe painting it is the
next best thing.
j.ruddy@theday.com

Sudden appearance of STD rattles lengthy marriage
DEAR ABBY: I have been
married 45 years. It may not
be the most loving or agreeable marriage, but it has always
been steady, nonviolent and
monogamous. Last year I had
COVID, and I now have longterm symptoms with compromised immunity.
I recently had a bad outbreak
of genital herpes. My doctor
told me it can lay dormant for
many years — but 45? My husband swears he has been faithful, and part of me believes him.
I WANT to believe him — but I
know I have never cheated. Neither of us ever had problems
with breakouts, other than one

YOUR STARS

DEAR ABBY
By Abigail Van Buren

many years ago we thought was
probably heat rash when he
worked outside in the summer.
This has caused me to lose trust
in him and wonder if he’s lying.
Our sex life, which had always
been healthy, has stopped.
Have you ever heard of herpes being dormant for this
long? I’m so embarrassed and
angry. I haven’t told anyone. I
have never heard of this.
— PERPLEXED IN MISSOURI
DEAR PERPLEXED: Genital
herpes is a common ailment

for which there are treatments. My research tells me
herpes CAN lie dormant for
years without a flare-up. If
your doctor isn’t aware of
what’s going on, this is the
person you should consult for
the answer to that question.
If your husband has given you
no other reason to distrust his
faithfulness, please give him
the benefit of the doubt.
P.S. You stated that your sex
life has now ceased. Was this
your idea or your husband’s?
This is ANOTHER conversation you should have with your
doctor, and I hope you will do
it soon.

DEAR ABBY: I am a straight
male who has a long-term
friendship with a lesbian
co-worker I’ll call “Mickey.”
I have always had an interest
in her but never suggested
anything due to her sexual
orientation. Recently, Mickey
told me she has feelings for
me, too. We go out a couple
times a week now and the relationship has changed from
the flirtatious one it was for
years to something more.
We have gone back and
forth and now we’re discussing buying a home together,
which has me confused. (I
can only imagine how con-

fused she must feel.) I love
and care for her and have told
her so. Maybe that was a bad
idea. I am debating putting
my feelings aside to make it
easier for her to deal with her
sexuality, but I love her and
don’t want to lose her. Please
advise me on how to proceed.
— CONFOUNDED IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR CONFOUNDED: You
and Mickey need to have a
SERIES of conversations.
Among the topics should be
where your relationship may
be leading in light of the fact
that she identifies as lesbi-

an rather than bisexual. Is
marriage in the picture? Will
buying a house together be
an investment or a commitment on the part of both of
you? Will each of you put in
an equal amount of money?
(It goes without saying that
the arrangement should be
formalized in the office of
an attorney, so you both are
protected in case things don’t
work out.) Once you and
Mickey have done this, the
answer to your dilemma will
be apparent.

BY EUGENIA LAST

ARIES (March 21-April 19):
Take good care of your health.
Pay attention to detail and how
you present yourself at work or
when dealing with anyone in
a position of power. How you
conduct yourself will determine
how well others receive you and
your ideas. 3 stars

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Say little
and do a lot. If you fall short regarding responsibilities, someone will use it against you, and
your reputation will be at risk.
Do your best, and you’ll have no
regrets. Overreacting or indulgent behavior will make matters
worse. 2 stars

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Adapt to the changes going
on around you, and you’ll find
a way to take advantage of the
trends that unfold. Curb your
emotional reaction, and you’ll
avoid sending the wrong message to someone eager to make
you look bad. 3 stars

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Emotions will be difficult to control. Don’t get bent out of shape
because of what others do or
say. Keep a positive attitude,
and you’ll find it easier to convince others to see things your
way. Personal improvements
will fetch compliments. 3 stars

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Chat
with someone you enjoy being
around. Make plans that will
give you a chance to show off or
do something nice for someone
you love. Home improvements
will add to your comfort and
your entertaining capability.
Romance is featured. 5 stars

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Alter the way you do things,
and it will give you a new lease
on life, love and the way you
organize your time. A physical
show of affection will encourage
friends and family to be receptive to the decisions you make.
5 stars

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Go
above and beyond the call of
duty; your peers will look up
to you. Learn from observation
and experience. Invest more
time and effort into updating
your image and staying updated on the latest technology and
trends. 3 stars

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Follow through and complete your
to-do list before you move on to
more enjoyable pastimes. If you
neglect to do your fair share,
you will face repercussions from
someone who can make you
look bad or have an effect on
your state of mind. 3 stars

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Balance, equality and being
fair will make a difference in
the response you receive from
friends, family or your lover.
When in doubt, listen to reason,
and you’ll find the best way to
move forward with the least
amount of friction. 2 stars

CANCER (June 21-July 22):
Keep your documents in a safe
place, and don’t make promises
you cannot keep. Concentrate
on making positive changes that
will benefit people in your community, workplace or family.
Personal gain is apparent, and
romance is encouraged. 4 stars

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Leave nothing to chance. Size
up situations and make your
mark. Look at the big picture,
but limit expenses. Go the extra
mile and use your innovative
intelligence to find the shortest
and most cost-effective way to
get what you want. 3 stars

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Dream on and let your imagination take over; follow your
heart. Explore possibilities, but
don’t go into debt. Before you
invest time and money, go over
every detail. Call in an expert if
needed to ease stress. 4 stars
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